

VOTE



ORANGE

We have an opportunity to change the last 20 years of leadership in
Florida. This is about standing together for our freedom to thrive in our communities, no
matter our backgrounds - whether we are Hispanics and Latinos or people of color. This is
about ensuring that Puerto Ricans are never again treated like second-class citizens after
a natural disaster. We need to show up, show out, and vote for leaders who will fight for all
of us. Vote for our communities on November 6!
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Don’t forget to vote on our
constitutional amendments!
VOTE YES ON 4 because we believe in second chances. There are 1.4
million Floridians who are permanently excluded from voting because of
prior felony convictions. And we are only one of four states with this lifetime
ban because wealthy special interests and politicians have long conspired
to take votes away from our communities. Voting yes on 4 will ensure that
every Floridian can participate in our democracy and move one step closer
to the promise of liberty and justice for all.

VOTE

ON 1 because it gives tax breaks to owners of more

expensive homes, making our property tax system more complicated and
less fair. Amendment 1 would take hundreds of millions of dollars from our
city and county budgets. Local governments would have to either drastically
cut vital services like storm preparedness, funding for our schools, health care,
and assistance to our seniors or raise the tax rates for the rest of us.

VOTE

ON 5 because it will make it impossible to end billions in tax

breaks for large corporations and wealthy donors of Tallahassee politicians.
Floridians will lose funding for education, healthcare, and natural disasters,
which our state already funds at some of the lowest rates in the nation.
Amendment 5 would make it impossible to fully fund any of these
vital services.

EARLY VOTING IS OCTOBER 22-NOVEMBER 4

Election Day is November 6

Visit www.ActionForFLFreedom.com for more information on your voting location.
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